
BaseZero

Sustainable carpet tile backing



Zero bitumen

Zero PVC

Zero Phthalate

Zero Styrene

Zero Toxins

Zero impact



100% Bitumen Free 100% PVC Free 100% Recyclable 

100% Phthalate Free 100% Styrene Free Low-VOC



 

At PlusFloor, we are passionate about finding

more sustainable flooring solutions. 

We endeavour to seek out the latest

manufacturing techniques and developments

without compromising on quality and

performance. We support a circular economy

and want to reduce our environmental impact

wherever we can. 

Our new BaseZero carpet tile backing is made

from 100% recycled materials and contains zero

toxins. It is completely recyclable as part of our

LoopBack initiative.

 



 

How BaseZero is applied to

our carpet tiles and planks.
 



 

Our NEW carpet

collections with

BaseZero
 

FIVE new stunning ranges

Tile and Plank formats

Luxurious cushion-backed option available

15 Years Commercial Warranty

In stock. Available for next-day delivery



 

City Grounds
 

Superior quality, cushion-backed tile

Three trending colours

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

600 gr/m2



Versatile new carpet plank format

Can be laid in multiple patterns 

Nine, vibrant on-trend colours

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

580 gr/m2

 

Kaleido



 

Midnight Sun
 

Coordinates with Polar Breeze

Six, nature-inspired colours

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

520 gr/m2



 

Polar Breeze
 

Coordinates with Midnight Sun

Six, nature-inspired colours

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

520 gr/m2



 

Altitude
 

Perfect for commercial interiors

Three core colours inspired by cloudy skies

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

530 gr/m2



We support a circular economy and want to reduce our

environmental impact wherever we can through our innovation

and processes.

We understand that carpet tiles in commercial environments can

often have short downtime with tastes and interior trends

constantly evolving, but our carpet tiles have a commercial

warranty of at least 10 years and we want them to reach their end-

of-life before they are recycled.

We can collect and uplift on-site, used carpet tiles and provide

you with a LoopBack certificate. We manually sort through and 

re-grade all carpet tiles, ensuring that ‘second life is first choice’; 

all residual is then recycled. 

A large percentage of our carpet tiles are forwarded on to social

housing tenants and other low-income households to provide 

low-cost comfort and insulation. We guarantee that none of the

carpet tiles we recycle are incinerated or sent to landfill. 

 

Sustainable flooring

solutions.
 


